There is considerable information about the origin of H.M. Inspectorate of Mines scattered throughout the reports of the many Royal Commissions which have investigated the industry. Such information is normally in the form of a bare chronological recital of events with special emphasis on legislation. Other accounts are few and, with the exception of Boyd (1879) , consist similarly of short historical summaries (Bryan, 1950; Morrah, 1927; and Bridgmore Brown, 1960 ). Yet no institution grows successfully from a welter of blue print documents. The present-day organization of a complement of 185 inspectors into neat regions covering the main coalfields with a central headquarters in London and theirwell-defined duties and responsibilities to each other, to management and to men, have been formulated as a result of the practical experience of individual inspectors about whom we know little. The creative contribution of the early inspectors to this behaviour pattern is especially great as their mandate was vague and opportunity for exercise of personal discretion was inevitably greater. This paper evaluates the work of Hugh Seymour Tremenheere, the first inspector, and is based largely on his publications, his private papers, and his diaries. It is necessary, of course, to refer briefly to conditions and events in the mining industry prior to his appointment in 1843.
Environmental Conditions in Coal
and Iron Mines Coal was first mined in this country in 1200 but by the sixteenth century all the main coalfields were being developed. Newcommen's atmospheric engine in the early eighteenth century, the use of coal to make iron in 1740, and then Watt's steam engine gave impetus to both coal and iron mining and the first drift northwards across a line joining Southampton and Hull, which formerly contained the main bulk of the population. Estimates from the census of 1841 show about 115,000 men, 41,000 boys under the age of 20, and 4,000 females employed in coal and iron mines.
The deepest mine at this time (2,145 ft.; 653-8 m. deep) was at Apedale in north Staffordshire but most were appreciably less deep. The shafts varied in width from 4 ft. (1-22 m.) to 5 ft. (1-52 m.) in some pits to, more rarely, 15 ft. (4 57 m.). Seam thicknesses, as today, were 18 in. (0 457 m.) in parts rising to 9 ft. (2 895 m.) in others. There is no accurate figure for the number of pits, but in 1853 an approximate total of 2,500 can be derived from inspectors' correspondence with the Home Office.
Violent explosions were described in Philosophical Transactions at the end of the seventeenth century (Boyd, 1879; Buess, 1962) and these increased in number and severity. Many more men died in ones and twos less dramatically in everyday incidents; between 1851 and 1860 approximately 1,000 died each year, about one in 245 miners compared with one in 2,000 today. Apart from mutilation by accident, there were other health hazards, asphyxiation, shortened expectation of life, deformity, and pulmonary disease. As in factories, however, it was the impact of these harsh environmental conditions on women and children who worked underground which received most emphasis. E. Carlton Tufnell, 210 while reporting on factories in Lancashire in 1833, incidentally descended the Worsley mine and he gives a first-hand account of boys and girls dragging from the coal-face 4-cwt. buckets harnessed to the body by chain and belt. This method was in fact still in use in 1926 in Somerset. He concludes, "It must appear to every impartial judge of the two occupations that the hardest labour in the worst room of the worst conducted factory is less hard, less cruel and less demoralising than the labour in the best of coalmines". The report was published in 1842 and contains voluminous information on safety lamps, ventilation, employment of boys underground, plans, maps, scientific education of colliery officials, and medical treatment after explosion. Government inspection is strongly recommended in order to reduce accidents and stimulate the introduction by colliery managers of safer mining practices.
Apart from these private committees some fact finding had been initiated by the government. A Select Committee of both Houses in 1829 had been appointed to assess the risks ofinvestment in coal-mining, and another in 1835 which investigated the frequent fatal accidents. At (Tremenheere, 1925 (Tremenheere, 1852a, b; 1854; 1883; 1891; 1893) . His translation of Pindar's Odes (1866) provides the motif for his own devotion to public service. "The shepherd, the ploughman, the fowler, the seaman, are paid by money; their object is to appease hunger; but he who has gained honour in the public games or in battle receives his greatest reverence in the praises of his fellow countrymen." Classical rationalism and distrust of emotion were endorsed by his legal training. It is not surprising that in his early papers to the Edinburgh Review he commented on "the power of the priesthood in inverse relationship to the spirit of inquiry;" or that his first reaction when his affianced ran off with another was to "fly to the country to regain my calmness of mind". In character he married at the age of 54 the widow of Vicesimus Knox, Deputy Speaker of the House of Commons.
Physical violence, which is so often emotive in origin, was therefore distasteful to him but this should not be thought a lack of courage. He did not hesitate to vote solely against a motion for universal suffrage at a meeting of Radicals in London despite the fact that he thereby was inviting physical injury. Such a man was clearly able to deliver analytical papers to the newly formed Royal Statistical Society, and in a presidential address to the Royal Geological Society of Cornwall he pointed out that "step by step, by patient investigation with careful comparison man gets glimpses of the laws governing change". This method characterizes his own investigations and he strove to behave as one, in his own words, "accustomed uniformly to put aside all narrow feelings, to smooth down all possible asperities".
He was, however, no desiccated coco-nut and was capable of strong feeling even though rarely expressed, e.g. his condemnation of Gladstone for his Irish policy is particularly trenchant (Tremenheere, 1888) .
He also castigated the press on several occasions for their emotional and distorted accounts of public incidents (Tremenheere, 1852b) . Nevertheless, his official reports are constrained and his masterly analysis of both sides of a problem is so detailed that the conclusions are often weak and equivocal. They lack the imaginative spark which lights up and fires off great progress. In short, Tremenheere had many of the external qualities which are caricatured in the modern civil servant although, of course, this genus was in 1850 hardly known.
Supremely adequate socially, although he rarely let himself go, he loved the opera, good conversation, and the company of men like Kay Shuttleworth or Horner at the dinner table. These characteristics, together with a pleasing appearance ( Fig. 1 He was first instructed to inspect the proposed site and structure of several schoolhouses in Monmouth and Hereford, whose sponsors had applied for government grant-in-aid. Having completed this task, he was about to return when he was diverted, in view of the recent Frost Rebellion in November, "to take this opportunity of enquiring into the state of education generally in that part of the country, and the nature of the superintendence under which it is placed". It was indeed a delicate task. Arriving as he did on December 24, 1839, Tremenheere describes in some detail the soldiers in the hotel and how they had fired on the mob. The populace at large believed that he was singling out one in 10 for execution by the government as a reprisal.
A second investigation followed almost immediately in Cornwall. Here, Tremenheere shows his skill in "sampling" by limiting his field of investigation to one portion only of each of the three chief mining areas in the country. Perhaps the most important feature of the report, other than his method of personal fact finding, is his detailed reference to the health of the miner vis-a-vis his work. He analyses the causes of death from the parish register at Redruth over the period July 4, 1839, to November 10, 1840, and relates them to occupation. He comments on the frequency of "miners' consumption" (phthisis) and the low average age at death of the miner (43 2 years) compared with that of the general population (541 years). These and the high accident rate are specifically correlated to occupation, and it is clear that he had familiarized himself with conditions underground, possibly in person. If not, could he describe in such detail the task of the "tutworker" and the "tributer", their constrained positions at work, the use of the wedge for splitting stone, and the method of selling contracts of work? Although he dwells on the advantages of pithead baths and better ventilation in general, he accepts the predictability of occupational hazards and pleads for education so that in addition to the consolation of religion the miner might have "intellectual resources, a relief which would lighten the pressure of lingering disease hitherto apparently the almost inevitable lot that awaits him". Such education would provide "moral and spiritual improvement; not to raise the individual from his own sphere but to enable him to do his duty in that to which he belongs".
In this correlation of occupation and disease, Tremenheere was a pioneer, and his observations contrast strongly with the bland assurances currently given to the public elsewhere (Simonin, 1867 which subsequent legislation is based. They confine themselves, however, to those affecting the health and safety of the men at work. There is no reference to strikes, to production, to unemployment, or to social activities of the community. The inspector's personal opinion is submerged in that of more general national policy. Nevertheless, although the content has changed, the principle of fact finding as a basis for action has survived as an important function of the inspector.
Other Activities Tremenheere interpreted his mandate freely and even extended his activities within the mining community. After organizing a new water supply for the town of Airdrie by pushing a local Act through Parliament he proceeded to negotiate actively with local government officials, Members of Parliament, and Iron Masters, to promote a unified police force and re-organize the general administration of justice for Glasgow. His enthusiastic letter to H. Manners Sutton, Under Secretary of State, dated January 17, 1845, pointing out that the way is "now prepared for government intervention" earned him reproof for exceeding his terms of reference. A similar stricture applied to his local negotiation for abolition of arrestment of wages for a debt under £8. is. 8d. in 1845. Tremenheere apologized and allayed government fears, stating "1 have repeatedly . . . taken occasion to explain that my interference in these matters was entirely on my own responsibility and unsuggested by the government". Sir James Graham, Home Secretary, was afraid that his inspectors might be regarded as snoopers or spies, a charge previously levelled at factory inspectors by Fielden in 1840. The identification of central inspectors with the government is, however, inevitable and must of necessity curtail their exploration of new fields. Tremenheere was unabashed and continued his activities within the community, particularly in the field of education, but subsequent inspectors gradually concentrated on safety and health within the colliery itself in line with the regulations of statutes, as they do today. This is probably inevitable, for the bigger the machine the more energy is directed to keeping it going rather than exploring what new work it can be doing.
Discussion and Evaluation
Tremenheere enforced the Act of 1842 to good effect with a judicious mixture of prosecutions and persuasions. He notes that the 2,400 women in Scotland and 800 in Lancashire, underground at that time, had fallen to 200 in each case by 1845 although odd prosecutions are recorded as late as 1858. His fact finding and resultant recommendations contributed to later statute law. These are still two of the main functions ofthe present-day Mines Inspectorate, and Tremenheere's contribution to their development is often overlooked because little attention has been paid to the inspector's method as opposed to the content of his work. A former Chief Inspector of Mines and Quarries refers to Tremenheere as welfare officer not inspector (Bryan, 1950) 
